Hydrogen-induced transgranular to intergranular fracture transition in bi-crystalline nickel
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

It is known that hydrogen can influence the dislocation plasticity and fracture mode transition of metallic materials, however, the nanoscale interaction mechanism between hydrogen and grain boundary largely remains illusive. By uniaxial straining of bi-crystalline Ni with a $\Sigma 5[210][001]$ grain boundary, a transgranular to intergranular fracture transition facilitated by hydrogen is elucidated by atomistic modeling, and a specific hydrogen-controlled plasticity mechanism is revealed. Hydrogen is found to form a local atmosphere in the vicinity of grain boundary, which induces a local stress concentration and inhibits the subsequent stress relaxation at the grain boundary during deformation. It is this local stress concentration that promotes earlier dislocation emission, twinning evolution, and generation of more vacancies that facilitate nanovoiding. The nucleation and growth of nanovoids finally leads to intergranular fracture at the grain boundary, in contrast to the transgranular fracture of hydrogen-free sample.
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As indicated by its name, a key feature of hydrogen embrittlement (HE) [1–3] is the transition from ductile to “brittle” fracture in the presence of hydrogen. For polycrystalline materials, this transition is usually attributed to hydrogen-induced transgranular to intergranular fracture at the microscopic scale, observed in a large number of ex-situ experiments [4–7]. All the studies [8–16] show that grain boundary (GB) plays an important role in HE and the hydrogen-GB interactions hold the key to understanding the transgranular to intergranular fracture transition. Nowadays, it is well understood that the transition process may involve the synergistic action of several important HE mechanisms [11,17]. Three widely accepted mechanisms are hydrogen enhanced local plasticity (HELP), hydrogen enhanced decohesion (HEDE), and hydrogen enhanced strain-induced vacancy formation (HESIV). The theory of HELP [18–22] is based on the experimental evidence of enhanced dislocation mobility and well-evolved dislocation structures beneath the fracture surfaces of hydrogen-embrittled samples. However, there is still a large gap in the understanding of how this locally ductile behavior could lead to the eventual “brittle” fracture. HEDE [23–27] postulates that local accumulation of H at crack tips could contribute to the weakening of metal bonds resulting in fracture, but it does not make an explanation for the enhanced plasticity. HESIV [28–32] assumes that the vacancy clusters generated during plastic deformation are stabilized by forming H-vacancy complexes, which will further interact with the dislocations. However, the connection of those stabilized vacancies to embrittlement remains unexplained. All these mechanisms can be viable at the GBs, which is a material interface with intensive dislocation activity and high H trapping capacity [33]. The hydrogen-enhanced plasticity mediated failure mechanism [3] has been proposed as a connection between HELP and HEDE, trying to make a universal explanation to HE phenomena. It should be mentioned that the whole framework was established as a posteriori interpretation of evolved microstructures. The transition process of the fracture mode has not been directly demonstrated by in-situ experiment or simulation. Verification of this mechanism is one of the outstanding issues in HE research.

The interaction between hydrogen and grain boundary/material interface has been simulated both using the continuum approach [34] and the atomistic method [35]. Hydrogen segregation around GBs [36,37] and the influence of hydrogen on the propagation of an existing crack [38] have been elaborated. However, the direct transgranular to intergranular transition without an initial crack
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has not been observed. Recent experimental studies [39-41] indicate that mobile H-deformation interaction is not an intrinsic requirement for H-induced intergranular fracture, implying that the initial H segregation on the GB is the key. But it is still unclear how the segregated H interacts with the GB. The present work zooms into the GB region with segregated H and probes the mechanisms behind H-induced intergranular fracture. A Σ5/210[001] GB was created by constructing two separate crystals with desired crystallographic orientations and joining them along a plane normal to the Y-direction (Fig. 1a). The initial configuration was then modified by shifting the upper grain in the X-Z plane, deleting overlapping atoms, and applying the conjugate gradient method to equilibrate the system. The simulation box was divided into three regions: The vicinity ±1 nm to the GB as GB region, 1 nm thick region on the top of grain1 and bottom of grain2 as boundary layers to apply displacement controlled loading, and rest part as grains. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed along the X and Z directions while a free boundary condition was employed along the Y direction. After equilibrium in the isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble at 300 K for 100 ps, the mixed grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)/molecular dynamic (MD) method was utilized to obtain the dynamic trapping map around the GB. For the GCMC implementation, the system was kept at constant chemical potential \( \mu \), volume \( V \) and temperature \( T \). There is a relationship between chemical potential \( \mu \) and equilibrium bulk H concentration \( c_0 \) in perfect lattice: \( \mu = kT \ln c_0 + \Delta E \), where \( \Delta E \) is the segregation energy of one H atom and \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant. During the H charging process, each step of GCMC runs (insertion or deletion of one randomly chosen H atom) was followed by 50 steps of MD runs in canonical (NVT) ensemble until the H concentration fluctuates in a narrow range (±1% atomic ratio). The simulations were first performed for the perfect FCC Ni lattice without GB, to obtain the relationship between \( c_0 \) and \( \mu \) (Fig. 1d). Then \( \mu = -2.21 \) eV was chosen as the charging parameters for all the subsequent study corresponding to \( c_0 = 0.001 \) in the bulk grain. The equilibrium hydrogenated GB after charging was regarded as the 100% saturation case with the 0, 13, 25, 40, 60% saturation cases as comparison. After charging, the system was relaxed in the NPT ensemble for 100 ps. To obtain a realistic stress state in front of a crack tip and avoid unphysical elongation, uni-axial straining in the NVT ensemble was carried out by moving the upper boundary layer at a constant velocity of 2 m/s along Y direction while the lower layer is kept stationary. The atomic stress during deformation was analyzed by Viral theory [42], illustrations of all simulation snapshots were achieved by the coordination number centro-symmetry parameter [43] and common neighbor analysis (CNA) [44], and dislocations were identified by Ovito [45].

The H distribution during charging is shown in Fig. 1e. The H concentration in the grains and GB reaches \( c_0 = 0.001 \) in the first 100,000 MC steps. H atoms continue to pump into the GB region due to the high trapping energy and excess volumes in the subsequent MC steps. However, the H concentration inside the grains is slightly reduced and kept around \( c = 0.0008 \), which is mainly caused by the attractive interaction between the formed H atmosphere around the GB and newly inserted H. Finally, the GB structure reaches an equilibrium at \( c = 0.25 \) after 15,000,000 MC steps in Fig. 1b. The locally high H concentration agrees well with the experimental results [33] and theoretical calculation [46], indicating that this type of Σ5 GB could be a preferred gathering site for H. For comparison, a Σ3 coherent twin boundary (CTB) is charged under the same conditions. The evenly distributed H in Fig. 1c implies that CTB has an inconsequential effect to trap H because of the compact structure and few trapping sites, indicating that CTBs have good resistance to HE [16,47].

Fig. 2a shows the stress (Syy)-strain curve in the Y direction with varying H concentrations during deformation. Fig. 2c–h are the snapshots of the elastic stage, plastic stage, and final fracture for the cases without H and with H in the 100% saturation case, respectively. Without H, the sample fractured (\( \varepsilon = 0.208 \)) with nanovoid nucleation in the grains near the upper boundary layer due to the accumulation of high-density dislocations. With H in the 100% saturation case, the sample fractured (\( \varepsilon = 0.173 \)) with nanovoid nucleation on the GB. This shift of nanovoid nucleation site from grain interior to the GB caused by H is manifested as H-induced transgranular to intergranular fracture transition. The sample deforms mainly through the nucleation and gliding of 1/6<112>- Shockley dislocations (green pipelines) and leaves the twins (red stacking fault) on the path in which they have glided. At the first drop of stress (critical stress), the twins start to grow and soon get pinned by the top and bottom boundary. The inserted H could facilitate earlier twinning nucleation (\( \varepsilon = 0.08 \) without H and \( \varepsilon = 0.062 \) with H) and decrease the critical stress (\( S_{yy} = 11.06 \) GPa without H and \( S_{yy} = 9.55 \) GPa with H) during this stage. Higher H concentration could amplify those effects. To release the stress caused by subsequent deformation, more dislocations nucleate, multiply and exit on the GB, which generates more twins. These twins interact with each other in the junctions, further increasing the dislocation density. As shown in Fig. 2b, the twins volume fraction evolution displays a zig-zag pattern until fracture, which is the main plasticity activity during deformation. It should be noted that hydrogen promoted deformation twinning, revealed in the MD simulation, has not been experimentally observed in typical Ni microstructures [39,48-50]. This is probably because the MD simulation assumes no pre-existing dislocations before deformation, so continued plasticity dominated by dislocation gliding was source-controlled and twinning was facilitated, this can be the case for nanocrystalline Ni [51,52]. Therefore, caution should be taken when applying hydrogen-induced twinning mechanism in Ni, since this is likely applicable to highly specialized cases instead of the typical coarse-grained microstructures.
Nevertheless, this can still be a viable mechanism in a number of FCC alloys that undergo deformation twinning, such as in TWIP steels [53,54] or those with nanocrystalline grain structures. To better understand how $H$ influences local plasticity, the average von Mises stress distribution along the $Y$ direction in different regions is plotted in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note that in Fig. 3b the $\Sigma 5[210][001]$ GB could release the initial stress and always keep its stress level lower than in the grains during deformation without $H$. This might be a good explanation for the huge amount of point defects in the grains without $H$ (Fig. 2c) and the eventual transgranular fracture. The saturated $H$ can increase the initial stress concentration in the GB region and more importantly inhibit the stress-releasing ability of the GB during deformation. The GB thus stays at an activated state [11] with a more disordered atomistic structure due to the higher stress level maintained at the GB than the grain interior, which induces the earlier twinning nucleation and void formation on the GB. Increased $H$ concentration could increase the local stress concentration which induces more serious plastic deformation and earlier fracture.

Another important feature revealed in Fig. 2e,h is nanovoiding. In order to investigate the nanovoid formation mechanism, the process of vacancy formation, which could be the embryo of the final void [31], is analyzed in the GB region. The extremely distorted atoms are identified as vacancy cluster and the vacancy volume fraction-strain curve is plotted in Fig. 4a. It is found that there are few vacancies formed around the GB before twinning nucleation without $H$, but the fraction of vacancy volume comes to grow after more plasticity occurs around the GB. With $H$, the vacancy volume fraction comes to grow in the elastic stage which shows that the GB has entered a plasticity-activated state [33], and the vacancy volume fraction rises with increasing pre-charged $H$ concentration. It indicates that $H$ accelerates vacancy formation at early plasticity stage on the GB, possibly through lattice dislocation interaction and jog formation. Previous studies also show that vacancies could be stabilized by forming Va-H complexes [31,32], consistent with the high vacancy volume fraction observed in the $H$ charged cases. Those Va-H complexes could be the reason for the earlier void formation with $H$ in Fig. 4g.

In summary, by scrutinizing the tensile responses of Ni $\Sigma 5[210][001]$ GB with varied hydrogen concentration using atomistic modeling, we demonstrate a transgranular to intergranular fracture transition mechanism controlled by hydrogen-influenced...
plasticity. Compared with the Σ3 coherent twin GB which traps nearly no H atoms, H will form an atmosphere at the Σ5 GB due to the high trapping energy and excess volume and induce a higher initial local stress. In the case without H, less stress is built up at the Σ5 GB region during deformation, which leads to transgranular fracture. In contrast, H suppresses the stress-releasing ability of the Σ5 GB, which causes a local stress concentration and promotes local plasticity on the GB. This further leads to early dislocation emission, severe twinning evolution, increased number of vacancies and thus enhanced nanovoiding on the GB. The growth of nanovoids with H finally completes the transgranular to intergranular-fracture transition. This work reveals that hydrogen–grain boundary interaction and hydrogen enhanced vacancy formation are important factors in the hydrogen-induced intergranular fracture at room temperature. However, the influence of hydrogen on atomic bonds, i.e. the HEDE mechanism, was not examined here. According to Harris et al. [39], HEDE may play an important part in the process. Therefore, the transgranular to intergranular-fracture transition with hydrogen is likely due to the synergistic action of all the three mechanisms.
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